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Seeking comfort in Occult Knowledge
Stronghold:

law of attraction

synchronicity
seeking signs and wonders outside of God

energy, meditation, consciousness, yoga
gnosticism, rebellion, pursuit of mental and
physical practices as spiritual idols

invocation/evocation of occult power

idolization of alternative medicine
seeking to become spiritually advanced
through physical and health pursuits



Synchronicityarmor of god
Denial of sin. Turning away from salvation of Christ. Instead of focusing on the only and true way to communicate with

God, thru mental prayer, reading the bible, being in his church etc. Synchronicity bastardizes that relationship and
takes out the Holy Spirit and Jesus entirely. It teaches you, YOU have DIRECT access to God, and God will use "signs and

wonders" to communicate back to YOU! Sin be damned!! All you have to do is be hyper-focused all the time, and
constantly in a state of being subjected to the will of synchronicity, and you too can turn into an enlightened Master! It
thwarts our relationship with the Holy Spirit, which is God, who wants to MOVE us to lead into a better life, not trick us
into it. These signs and wonders are real, and they are of the Devil to thwart you from realizing you need Jesus to save
you, and that you cant save yourself. It removes the Helmet (salvation), which is our protection, and potentially I may

argue, the most important peice of Armor.

Unrighteousness, Deceit, dishonesty, disgrace, dishonor, immorality, denial of God. Synchronicity is directly deceitful.
Thinking we can bend the will of the creator, to "show" us which way to go, things to buy, when to move, etc puts us in
a wrong relationship with God. If we don not understand the ways of God, which are righteous, then we are living in

denial of the truth. We deny God his rights as our creator, to be worshiped and glorified. By focusing on synchronicity,
you are deceiving yourself into thinking, you too are a mini God. Going thru the world, asking for things and waiting on

a "sign" before you act. (dig deeper)

Disbelief, distrust, doubt, corruption, disgrace, dishonor, denial of God. Synchronicity is directly doubting God and his
sovereign will in our lives. By looking for outward signs we sowing seeds of doubt in our mind that God is more

powerful than our circumstances. This is dishonorable to God, he wants us to find solace in him thru his word. Reading
the Bible to his learn on him and HIS ways is not the same as being lead by the forces of the earth. This practice puts you

at the center, the focal point, of your own faith. When you can make decision directly from synchronicity and NOT
taking it to God in prayer, etc. you will begin to enter a slippery slope, where the world becomes your compass. SIN and

corruption and dishonor, no longer hold sway, rather the synchronicities from "God" take focal point.

Falsehood, imperfection, inaccuracy, dishonestly, misrepresentation, denial of Truth. "God is speaking to us" Not one in
the Bible is God referenced as sending a synchronistic sign to his people. He did send signs, NOT like that. The signs God
used were Vision, actual Angels showing up, burning bushes etc. To think God is talking to us thru signs in the world is
simply untrue and it easily accepted when you are unaware of the "signs" of God. It is simply not the truth of how God
communicates. It is not scripturally based, rather based of fein ideas of the imagination. Thinking you can unlock the
secret power of the universe thru signs is legitimately what God tells us Satan does. He is the master of deceit and lies,

he has great power here in the earth, his dominion, and it is him that works in this form and fashion. This is scary when
we begin to think of how our culture is shifting away further and further from the true teachings of God and Christ,

were unknowing or new believers can easily be pulled and swayed from their lack of understanding God and his
actual ways. Christian world view External locus of control.

Denial of the word of God, antithetical teachings to the word of God. Synchronicity directly cuts out the Holy Spirit. It
denies the existence of it altogether, NO need for it when you can unlock the power of the universe by yourself. God

tells us thru his word, it is ONLY the Holy Spirit indwelling in you, and cultivating that relationship that will lead you to
life. Any other teachings, directions, anything outside of the Holy Spirit indwelling in you, is not of God. We only know

this thru scripture. We we deny the reality of scripture, we deny God himself. 

Denial of the Gospel, instilling fear to share the gospel, rejection of sin, encouragement of sin. Synchronicity instills a
rejection of sin. When we deny there is a right and wrong way to live life, to behave, we are saying to God we know
better than he. That sin is actually subjective and dependent upon the person and their values and beliefs. This itself

cultivates sin, because you begin to justify every action as God-inspired. Despite God telling us the fruit of the spirit is
how we can tell who is on the throne of our hearts, synchronicity doesn't search for the truth of the fruit, rather it

teaches you turn to the world for comfort. 



Synchronicitycultural hooks

This is directly gnosticism. Teaching to unlock the powers of the universe thru you mind! This is classes Eve in the
garden with Satan. He tempts her into believing there is some secrect knowledge that she can access! All she has to do is
eat the apple, which is in essence what happens when you lean into sychronicity. You lean into thinking you can unlcok
some hidden potenital within you, God created you to unlock! Which is not true, we are not supposed to turn ourselves

into Mini-Gods, which this belief instills in you. You are powerful, you have the ability to control your life, God is
universal, an impersonal intelligence that can be harnessed thru focus, intention and your will power! This is the oldest

trick in the book, literally. This has been around since the garden and is Satan's go to. 

gnosticism

Again this plays into sychronicity well. You are taught to believe there is no right or wrong. That there is only GOD. and
we must work our way to get to him. If we raise our frequency high enough we will be able to unite and merge our

conciousness with God, which is in everyone and everything. DW teaches it is actually politcial/ religious wars, that is
wrong with the world. He says man must learn, wether you call it a cult or sect, the LORD is ONE. He totally misinterprets
God's message of love and unity, and send it into this spritiual sphere where there is no differenciation between God and
Satan. Satan must not be real the huh, if it's all love, so quoting Jesus message of love and conflating it to mean we must

love EVERYTHING not awknowleding the exsistent of Good and Evil is literally the definition of studpidity. lol 

eastern religion

modern philosophy

The inflation and infatuatioin with the mind is these practices practices see themselves as superior to God. They really
think, you can think your way into a better life. The body is irrevlevant. You must harness all of your minds power to

move you, focus more, see less evil all around you, and it wont even exsist! Evolution of the mind is superior to
knowlegde of right and wrong and God. It infaltes the Ego, making you hyperfocus on yourself and not pay attention to

the needs and concerns of those around you. It is isolating 

modern psychology

human potential movement

Synchronicity

Synchronicity



Synchronicitycultural hooks

This is exactly what synchronicity is. It fuels fantasies that you have super powers and a special connection to God. God
speaks to YOU directly, How wonderful!! It fuels the fire to continue seeking these signs and wonders. When you see it
work, and not understanding how that came to be, it draws you in deeper thinking that you have unlocked the hidden
truth of the world. and you're SO SMART for figuring it all out! It pushes you further into a hole, always searching for

more, looking for more ways to fill the holes you fill inside. 

experiential fallacy

This is was big for me. Smoking weed allowed to go deeper into mind, and in my eyes, helped me focus on what I was
trying to accomplish. Focusing my mind!! It hyper fuels you into narcissism. Locking you within your own mind,

thoughts and keeping you trapped in the loop of thinking this is where the magic happens. This is where all of your
power lies, in your mind, so this is exactly where you like to be the most. In your fantasies where all is okay, not truly
looking into reality and the behaviors you are conducting, keeps you in a loop of negativity and spiraling. You never

look into higher values, because you become so trapped within the feedback loop of your mind, you feel you are getting
traction, but in reality it is slow and hard to come by. 

drug culture

entertainment cults

DW is the leader of a cult. He purposes to be in touch with the same beings who channeled the Law of One. They have
been communicating with him thru dreams, and telepathic trances for a long time. He purposes to be the reincarnation of
Edgar Cayce, one the most famous physics in the 1900's. He believes you can unlock the power of the universe thru your

consciousness and with a lot word voodoo- purposing he is one of the most researched back, resources packed Guru. This
is open rebellion with God. This is clearly witchcraft. Using signs and wonders to learn draw near to God and his will in
our life is wrong. God has told us in his word, 1 Samuel 15:23 For rebellion is as the sin of witchcraft, and stubbornness is
as iniquity and idolatry. Because thou hast rejected the word of the LORD, he hath also rejected thee from being king." 

occultism

deconstructionism

Media and the validation they gave to these teachings lead me to believe they held more credence. The Secret was
coming out, a huge movie was launched to go with. Media is littered with false teachings, and in doing so leading many

people down dangerous paths. Without the foundation and knowledge of Christ as a rock, people are easily swayed into
what could be perceived as the easier of the two paths. One path to God is narrow, while this other path is wide, and

anyone can access it! 

Synchronicity



Synchronicityrealm identification

This brick keeps you anchored into the Mind/Soul. When you focus on your mind as a means to get to God, you become trapped and never
able to access the kingdom of heaven. This realm is where demons love to prowl. This is where the spiritual battle is the most rampant. They
want to keep you locked in this realm focusing inward vs checking if these teaching truly align with the word of God. The whole point is to
keep you hyper focused within, I think there is where the torment gets the most fun. When you become hyper-focused on something, it's as
it if amplifies in intensity. So thru hyper awareness, you actually cultivate more negative thoughts! You become so afraid of darkness and

desperate to cultivate light, you attempt to push its existence out from your reality. The law of physics clearly tells us for every action, there
is an equal and opposite reaction. This was true in my experience, the more I attempted to ignore Evil, the more angry and volatile my mood
and emotions became. I was internalizing my experiences, blaming myself for not being good enough, needing to try harder, focus more, do
MORE!! This kept me in a loop on depression for a long time, not understanding how I was doing it wrong, because I did NOT feel peaceful at

all. I began to only feel peace when I was alone. I could barely think, function without anger raging thru at every misstep anyone took. I
became so hyper-focused on my own inadequacies, I began to only see the problems in other people. I literally thought God made me to

deceit problems!! All I could see was where improvement was needed in my friends and family. No one was good enough, everyone needed
to do more! And I was there to tell them all where their improvements where needed. I was gifted problem solver. lol oh lord... 

realm of mind/soul

This brick also keeps you hyper-focused on the Body. I was always concerned about my looks, my weight, how I appeared to other people. I
all saw were my own problems, and I was terrified other people would pick up and figure out I was truly a mess. I was able to put together

a good front, so I thought, by maintaining my appearance.

realm of body

In which realm does the brick
attempt to keep you anchored?

mind/soul

How does the brick deny your
access to the Kingdom of Heaven?

By focusing solely on the mind, you aren't
able to contemplate God. You become
narcissistic. You're not looking for the
kingdom of Heaven, because you are IN
the kingdom of Heaven, YOU. 



Synchronicitythrone assessment

This brick is the opposite of humility. We know from God he resists
the proud. This brick inflates a personal sense of importance. God
tells us our life is full of blessings when we put others first. This is
brick allows us to be the center of the world. It doesn't promote
faithfulness, as any values can be skewed to fit your perception of
right and wrong. Or gentleness, it promote a ruthless, cut throat, fix
your shit approach to life. You made the mess, you gotta get out!
God is loving and kind, slow to anger, these traits are not cultivated
when you hyper focus on your interior mind. That is where God
tells us the battle is, so we must guard out thoughts vs allowing
them to dictate our life. 

This brick completely destroy God's two greatest commandments. You
elevate your self as a God, you focus solely on your own problems and
getting them fixed. You are too busy fixing your problems to focus on

loving God fully, you got work to do! And it doesn't promote loving others
as yourself, because you ' even love yourself! You come to hate yourself

because your too stupid to fix whats wrong with you! You begin to dig
deeper into the practices, doubling down and continuing to get nowhere-

and if your lucky, you pull your head out of your butt long enough to
understand your on a dang hamster wheel. 

This brick entirely conflates each of these traits. You see you success
in life as a result of YOUR actions, not God's good will in your life. You
have earned the accolades with your great knowledge!! You also
become envious of others, you see what everyone else has, and that
you want it, keeping you focused on greed and always
wanting/needing more! All you need to do is manifest it thru enough
synchronicity. And you will. 

Yes, this brick encourages occult practices because it is literally an
occult practice. The power you harness is real, it works. You can have

unknowable knowledge, power, all of it are at your fingertips when
you're into synchronicity. You look for signs and symbols everywhere,

assigning meaning to things where there is none. 

Does it inspire you
to follow the 2
greatest
commandments
God gives us?

Does it lead to sin? 
pride, anger, envy,

greed, gluttony, lust,
sloth

Does it encourage
occult pursuits?



Synchronicityfind your why

This practice tells me I don't need God. I am totally capable of fixing my life
without him. He isn't even necessary. An afterthought. 

This brick tells me the lie that Jesus isn't my true salvation. I am. I have the
power and ability to make or break my life. You become totally dependent on
signs to dictate your life, no need to GO to the living God and receiving the gift
which has already been given to us, the precious body and blood that was shed
already for our sins, when you can bring God to YOU. 

This practice tells me the Holy Spirit isn't real. It isn't the Holy Spirit we
need inside of us to inspire change, rather we need outside stimulus to

push us toward change. Again it relies heavily and focuses on you being
able to dictate your life and make choices about where and how you'd

like to be, spiritually. It implies there is no difference between good and
evil. We are all the same, just at different levels of development. 

What LIE does this
practice tell me
about God?

What LIE does this
practice tell me

about Jesus?

What LIE does this
practice tell me
about the Holy
Spirit?

It is a sin because it inverts the teachings of God, synchronicity tells us can
access God thru magic. We are his cherished and beloved creation, but we're
not Him. Inflating our selves to believe we can have access to God when and
where we demand is asking God to work for us. Instead of us being obedient to
him, you become a slave to the signs and symbols. Eventually leading you
down a path of constant fear, not trusting in ourselves to discern situations, or
praying to God for guidance rather you allow the world to dictate, Satan, what
your reaction to circumstances should be. It forces you to rely on yourself for
salvation vs God. 

How does this
practice take me
away from God?
(How is it a sin?)

It tells me I am in control of my life. I have power over the things I do and
choose, vs submitting to what is God's will for my life. It made me feel like I
was in the driver seat, if I could be more spiritual, get more signs from God I
was on the right path, my life would finally feel less burdened. The brick tells
me I like power and thinking I can do and know great things on my own. The
provision of God isn't necessary or needed but if I want it, its on demand. This
tendency to put ourselves as the controller of our fate isn't new, it is something
we struggle with as humans. When we don't align our thinking and live with
God's we tend to get loop-sided and distorted thinking easily takes root. 

What LIE does this
practice tell me

about me?



Synchronicityoccult anchoring

LIE
seeking comfort about decisions and life

CURIOSITY
looking for God in his creation vs where he says to find him, in his word 

DOORWAY
Receiving messages through occult means, by looking for symbols in
everything

DISPLAY
Belief in forcing the access thru occult information. Belief God/answers
can be found in the world. Belief God would speak to me, personally. Pride.
An underlying acceptance that the Word of God is not true, and that that is
not where God/life/answers/righteousness is found. 

ANCHOR
Belief in forcing the access thru occult information. Belief God/answers
can be found in the world. Belief God would speak to me, personally. Pride.
An underlying acceptance that the Word of God is not true, and that that is
not where God/life/answers/righteousness is found.



Synchronicitybrick destroyed!

TRUTH
2 Thessalonians 2:9 
The coming of the lawless one will be in accordance with how Satan works. He will use all sorts of displays of power
through signs and wonders that serve the lie,

CURIOSITY
Receive the Truth of what God says about where to find him, in his Word. Understand that looking at the world,
searching for answers, this is where Satan has dominion and power and can convince you of whatever you want to
believe is true. If I want to connect with God, pray, and get into the Bible, the only place God reveals himself to us. 

DOORWAY
The Bible is the word of God, spoken thru his prophets. It has been handed down thru the ages to teach us of the
greater Kingdom God has in store for his beloved, us with him in Heaven. God wants our whole heart, mind, soul and
strength. In order to be one of God's chosen people, I must renounce the Lies of Satan, the signs and wonders, and
turn to seeking him to where he is found. The Bible was written by prophets, but it was thru the Holy Spirit, God's
spirit in which they received the words. You must believe the truth of God's and who he says he is, in order to come
into his Kingdom. 

DISPLAY
Renewed mind and Hope! Gaining a greater theological understanding of who God is, and who Satan is and how he
deceives helped me shuck the LIE of Satan, signs and wonders. Seeking God in the world, puts you out of alignment
with the Truth, that Christ is the only way into the Kingdom of Heaven. True obedience to the Lord is how we
progress spiritually. 

ANCHOR
I am free from seeking comfort, answers, knowledge and power through the lie of synchronicity. I am confident and
anchored into my identity in Christ and look to the word of God, the Bible, for any and all needs. I look forward to the
Kingdom of Heaven and being with God for all of eternity. 

clarity statement
I went from seeking synchronicity to give me clues on

which directions I should take in life, like a hidden treasure
map, to understanding that any "clue and cues" I need in

life, and in direction are all found within the word of God.
That the word of God is my true cornerstone on which I
stand. And leaning into the TRUTH of God and where to

find him, the Bible, is my comfort and my salvation.


